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“Working Together To Keep You Coming Back” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Waddick Fuels offers an exceptional line of Petro-Canada 

lubricants to help you beat the challenges of the construction 

industry.  We offer a complete line of lubricants formulated to 

ensure peak performance through all types of weather and 

conditions.  Choosing the right lubricants to protect your 

equipment can have a major impact on your bottom line.  We use 

the patented HT purity process to produce 99.9% pure, crystal-

clear base oils, reducing potential equipment damage.  You can 

count on long-lasting wear protection for your equipment, less 

frequent change-outs, and exceptional cold temperature 

performance.  We help you improve equipment performance and 

reduce engine wear while increasing productivity. 

 

DURON*-E Heavy Duty Engine Oils 

The DURON-E product line is formulated to meet the challenges of 

’07 low emissions engines (API CJ-4/SM) and older engines.  With 

DURON-E, you get cleaner engines, less top-ups and fewer change-

outs.  DURON-E keeps your heavy duty trucks and off-road 

construction equipment going longer under tough conditions, while 

reducing your maintenance costs.  

 

HYDREX Hydraulic Fluids 

HYDREX:  HYDREX lasts up to 3 times longer and offers up to 2 
times better wear protection than the leading hydraulic oil brand.  Its 
strong oxidative stability minimizes harmful sludge build-up that can 
lead to wear and shortened filter life. 

ENVIRON: For construction sites in environmentally-sensitive areas, 
ENVIRON is the ideal hydraulic fluid.  It’s free of heavy metals, non-
toxic, inherently biodegradable, and recyclable. 

 

 



 

 

DURATRAN Transmission/Hydraulic Fluids (THF) 

Whatever your job site, whatever the weather, DURATRAN is proven 
to last longer than the leading competitors.  Its unique Total 
Temperature Protection formula means less downtime and reduced 
maintenance costs for hard-working performance in all weather. 

 

DURATRAN Synthetic: DURATRAN synthetic delivers top 
performance through all seasons, eliminating seasonal change-outs.  
It performs at temperatures below -40°C/-40°F and provides reliable 
cold and hot weather performance. 

DURATRAN XL Synthetic Blend: DURATRAN XL Synthetic Blend 
extended season THF offers exceptional low-temperature 
performance. 

DURATRAN: DURATRAN is a premium THF, offering the best high-
temperature summer performance. 

 

 

 

TRAXON Gear Oils 

With its excellent shear stability and longer oil life, TRAXON gives 
you superb wear protection.  It helps extend the life of your 
construction equipment, reduce downtime and maintenance costs, 
and improve your bottom-line performance. 

TRAXON E Synthetic is a premium line of heavy duty, extreme 
pressure, synthetic gear lubricants, formulated for those who need to 
maintain an Eaton/Roadranger “extended warranty”. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PRECISION Greases 

PRECISION is a multi-application grease line for all your construction 
needs, from backhoe loaders to compactors.   

 

PRECISION XL EP1/EP2 is recommended for lubricating heavy duty 
and general purpose bearings.   

PRECISION EL EP00 is recommended for use in centralized, on-
board truck chassis lubricating systems. 

PRECISION MOLY EP1/EP2 is formulated for tough, heavy duty and 
shock-loaded equipment in construction and off-highway applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


